Silicone case for Apple Airpods Pro
SKU: TEAPPROCASE
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Protects the charging base containing your Apple Airpods Pro. This silicone case with metal clip is perfect for carrying these
earphones everywhere without losing them.
The base can be charged with the case attached: there is in fact a hole for inserting a charging cable. Another small side opening also
allows you to monitor the power LED.
The silicone finish guarantees a scratch-resistant soft touch effect. The metal carabiner is useful for attaching the case to a bag,
backpack or belt loop.
The eco pack , being made entirely of paper, renounces plastic.
Characteristics:
Soft touch silicone case
Metal carabiner included in the package
Hole for charging cable
Hole to monitor the power LED
Plastic-free Eco Pack
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Silicone case for Apple Airpods Pro
SKU: TEAPPROCASE

Details
EAN: 8018417293757
Included accessories: Metal carabiner
Material: Silicone
Suited for: Apple Airpods Pro

Pack:
Height Pack: 1 mm.
Width Pack: 1 mm.
Depth Pack: 1 mm.
Weight Pack: 55 g.

Inner:
Amount Inner: 1
Height Inner: 230 mm.
Width Inner: 110 mm.
Depth Inner: 170 mm.
Weight Inner: 390 g.

Master:
Amount Master: 1
Height Master: 250 mm.
Width Master: 370 mm.
Depth Master: 420 mm.
Weight Master: 3635 g.
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